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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt any five questions.

1. Differentiate between machine and mechanism.

Sketch and explain the various inversion of

four bar mechanism. 20
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6. What do you understand by dimensional

synthesis ? Explain the method to determine

the precision points. 20

7. Explain with the help of neat sketch Denavit-

Hartenberg notation for kinematics analysis of

a manipulator and also explain inverse

kinematics. 20

8. Explain any four of the following 20

(a) Quick return ratio

(b) Constraint mechanism

(c) Coriolis acceleration

(d) Module and pressure angle

(e) Gear trains.
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2. In a pin jointed four bar mechanism ABCD,

the length of various links are as follows :

AB = 25 mm; BC = 87.5 mm; CD = 50 mm;

and AD = 80 m.

The link AD is fixed and the angle BAD = 135.

If the velocity of B is 1.8 m/s in the clockwise

direction. Find 1. Velocity and acceleration of

the mid point of BC, angular velocity and

angular acceleration of CB and CD. 20

3. Construct the profile of a cam to suit the

following specification :

Cam shaft diameter = 40 mm; least radius of

cam = 25 mm; diameter of roller = 25 mm;

angle of lift = 120; angle of fall = 150; lift of

the follower = 40 mm; number of pauses are

two of equal interval between the motions.

During the lift the motion is S.H.M. and during

the fall the motion if uniform acceleration and

deceleration. The speed of cam shaft is

uniform. The line of stroke of the follower is

off-set 12.5 mm from the centre of the cam.

20
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4. What do you understand by the term

interference ? Derive an expression for the

minimum number of teeth required on the

pinion in order to avoid interference in involute

gear teeth when it meshes with the wheel.20

5. In an epicyclic gear train shown in Fig. the

wheel C is keyed to the shaft B, the wheel F

is keyed to the shaft A. The wheel D and E

rotate together on a pin fixed to the arm G.

The number of teeth on wheel C, D, E and F

are 35, 65, 32 and 68 respectively. If the shaft

A rotates at 60 r.p.m and the shaft B rotates at

28 r.p.m in opposite direction. Find the speed

and direction of rotation of arm G. 20
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